In the present paper, the estimation of recombination frequencies by the method of maximum likelihood, developed by Fisher (1925 and thereafter) , was investigated on triple backcrosses with one character partially manifesting. Backcross with coupling phase only was discussed here, but a similar result will be obtained also for that with repulsion phase.
In triple backcrosses in which four independent parameters are involved, the efficient estimation tends to be more complicated.
One possibility of analysis for such cases is to derive consistent simultaneous estimates, the other is to estimate the relevant parts of data as for two-point case.
The followings are concerned with the latter analysis which was briefly suggested but not solved by Bailey (1961) .
DETECTION OF THE ORDER OF GENE ARRANGEMENT
When we have a triple recessive mutant with linkage, {a, b, x}, in which the locations of a and b are known and that of x unknown, we must first detect whether x is located between a and b loci or outside of a-b segment.
Concerning the elements of {a, b, x}, there are three ways of gene arrangement : a -b -x, a -x -b and x -a -b. In the matings abx/ABX x abx, axb/AXB x axb and xab/XAB x xab, let us suppose that a proportion 2 of x phenotypes is misclassified as X and the expected proportions of gamates with recombination over the first segment only, the second segment only and both segments simultaneously are yl, y2 and y12 respectivly.
Further, for eight phenotypic classes in the offsprings of tri-coupling backcrosses let hi be combined number of the observations according to four paired complementary classes as follows : h1={a, b, x}+{A, B, X}, h2={A, b,x}+{a, B, X}, h3 = {A, B, x} + {a, b,X},h4={a, B,x}+{A,b,X}.
Then the observed and expected numbers in the offspring of mating abx/ABX x abx are written as in Table 1 .
The expected numbers for the matings axb/AXB x axb and xab/XAB x xab will be obtained by replacing their expected proportions of recombination, namely those of the former by replacing mutually y2-yl2 and yl2 in Table 1 and those of the latter by replacing mutually yl -y12 and y12 in the expectations so obtained. Calculating the amount H= hl h2 in these three matings by their expectations according to Kojima and h 3 h4 Dalebroux (1965), we find H= n2(1-A)(y12 -yly2)<O (if y12 =yly2, H can be 0) in abx/ABX x abx.
But we cannot distinguish the value of H in axb/AXB x axb from that in xab/XAB x xab : in these two cases we have H= n(1-A)Cy2(1-y1-y2 +2y12)-y12>>o. The arrangement of three loci, therefore, must be detected by considering together the amount H and the phenotype to which the least observed number is held.
ESTIMATION OF RECOMBINATION FREQUENCIES
The estimation was performed on the mating abx/ABX x abx. (1) A a3(al+a4) Y2 = a 3(al+a4) +al(a2+a3)
The large sample variances of y and can be obtained by Fisher's formula (cf. Bailey, 1961 ) and become ii) When we estimate the recombination frequency between a and b by ignoring x and X (hence setting y2 aside), the observed and expected numbers are as shown in Table 3 .
It is of a typical binomial distribution. Hence we find However, it is necessary, in this case, to introduce a parameter y1+2 which represents the recombination fraction for the whole interval (Kosambi,1944; Owen,1950 and .
Then the observed and expected numbers will be given as in Table 4 . This Table is the same as Table 2 , if we replace y1+2 by y2. Therefore,
2 _ (c1+c4) (c2+c3) Using Trow's formula (1913), y1 +y2--2y12 =y1+2, we can estimate Y12, namely, 1 1 b3+b4 a3(al+a4) --C3(Cl+c4) y 12 = 2 (yl+y2-y1+2)= 2L + n a 3(a1+a4) +al(a2+a3) C3(C1+C4) +Cl(C2+c3) The variances of yJ2 and y1+2 will be evaluated approximately by Fisher's formula as follows :
The recombination frequencies for the backcross axb/AXB x axb can be estimated by a similar treatment.
When A, a and yl are ignored, we find y2 = a3(al+a4) and Aa2a4-alai a3(a1+a4) +al(a2+a3) (a2+a3) (a1+a4)
When B, b and y2 are ignored, we find A _ b3(b1+b4) and A = b2b4-blb3 b3(b1+b4) +bl(b2+b3) (b2+b3) (b1+b4) And when X and x are ignored and a parameter y1+2 is introduced, we have n C3+C4 Y1+2 = n
DISCUSSIONS ABOUT CONSISTENT SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATES
Procedure of Kojima and Dalebroux (1965) : Putting, in Table 1 , A= 1 (c+d+g+h), B= 1 (e+f+g+h) and Q= 1 (b+d+f+h), n n n we find E(A) = yl, E(B) = y2(12)+ '~ and E(Q) = 1 (1+2). where the accent (") is used to indicate the consistent simultaneous estimates. Procedure of Bailey (1961) : Equating hi to their expectations and putting the observed difference between the manifesting and non-manifesting classes equal to its expectation, we have
n From formulas concerning hi, we find h2+h4 =y1 and h3+h4 _y2(1-~) + n n 2 Consequently, the estimates must be identical with the above. Parsons (1957) considered that Fisher's expression (1953) about double backcross should be extended also for balanced triple backcrosses when one character is partially manifested, but his results were equivalent to the above.
We can investigate the efficiency of consistent simultaneous estimates by comparing these variances with those of the efficient estimates.
The large sample variances for yl, y2 and which were evaluated by Fisher's formula will be
var(y2) = 1 and 4n(1 -2)2 (11) var (~) = 1_22 respectively.
n From formulas (6) and (9), it is evident that y~ is efficient estimate.
Comparing formula (10) with (3) and formula (11) with (4) respectively, we have
Hence, both 32 and are not fully efficient, but we can recognize that the efficiency of y2 increases with loose linkage and high penetrance from formula (12) and that of increases with loose linkage and high penetrance or with low penetrance independently of y from formula (13). Tsukamoto's empirical calculation (1965) seems to be a modification of the product method by Fisher and Balmakund (1928) and Immer (1930) , standing on the identity y=Cl+(1-y)/y~-1 in which the expectations are equated to their observations. That is, from eg f h The values obtained by this calculation seem to approach to their efficient estimates, but a main objection will be that the explicit solution is not found except when yly2=Y12.
SUMMARY
The estimation of recombination frequencies by the method of maximum likelihood was investigated on backcrosses when one character is partially manifested. The estimation was performed for tri-coupling backcrosses with some discussions about their consistent simultaneous estimates.
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